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My Introduction: An Academic Social Entrepreneur

(2007-2014)

(2009-14)  
www.ies-sbs.org

(2011-2014)
www.mies.org.pt

(2013-14) www.investimentosocial.pt

(2015-2016) www.inovacaosocial.portugal2020.pt

(2017 … onwards): Teaching and Research

- Undegrad and Msc: Social Entrepreneurship
- Msc and MBA: Impact Investing
- EIB Institute: SIT Impact Bootcamp
- EVPA: Scaling Impact for Social Investors

http://www.ies-sbs.org/
http://www.mies.org.pt/
http://www.investimentosocial.pt/
http://www.inovacaosocial.portugal2020.pt/


Let’s Start with the Big Picture

Social Innovation and

Impact Investing: 



The Big Picture: Changes in Business & Entrepreneurship

Many (1 in 4?) start-ups 

in Europe have societal 

mission / goals 

Policy Focus: EU 2011 

Social Business 

Initiative

Social Enterprises moving into the mainstream?

GEM 2016: 3.5% of population doing SE - 1/3 of those market-driven 



Many Corporations increasingly adopt an
Impact focus (and ~2400 got certified)
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And Sustainability Strategies are increasingly 

integrated at the core business of multinationals



SDGs Increasingly Used As Metric For Impact, 

proposing specific and comparable indicators
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Social 
Enterprises

The Great Convergence ?



Three Key Segments of Social Enterprises

1- Inclusion of Disadvantaged Populations

2- Base of the Pyramid Markets (BoP)

3- Well-Being of People & Planet



Many Small Ventures - The Challenge of Scaling

The development cycle of social innovation initiatives consists of a pathway that

starts with an innovative idea with potential societal impact and advances towards

mainstream adoption of the proposed solution – dissemination, in order to

maximize impact.

Financing Gap

(Death Valley)
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EU Policy 2016:
Start-up and Scale Up 

Initiative



The Big Picture: A Change in Financial Capitalism

There are now close to $100 trilion in assets under management 

How are these funds applied and managed? – Risk-Adjusted Return

Impact Financing brings a new criterion to the investment process: Impact 

( = value creation to society)

Financial Return

Risk

IMPACT

= Value 

Creation 

for Society

Financial Return Risk



The trend of incorporating Impact started with 
Social Responsible Investment (SRI)

(since the 2000s called Sustainable Investing)

There are now $22.89 trillion of AUM under responsible investment 

strategies = 26% of AUM globally (53% Europe, 22% US) including:

1. Negative/exclusionary screening – 15.02 trillion (11.06 trillion in Europe)

2. Positive/Best-in-class screening

3. Norms-based screening

4. Integration of ESG factors – 10.37 trillion (North America, Australia, Asia)

5. Sustainability themed investing

6. Impact/community investing

7. Corporate engagement and shareholder action – 8.37 trillion (Japan)

Source: GSIA 2016 report based in 2015 data 

http://www.gsi-alliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/GSIR_Review2016.F.pdf

Fund Managers are increasingly considering ESG 

as part of their fiduciary duties

small but fastest growing 

category (250 Billion, +100% year)

http://www.gsi-alliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/GSIR_Review2016.F.pdf


Since 2008 that Doing Good seems to lead to Doing Better

Swiss Re, one of Europe’s biggest insurers, is to move its entire $130bn investment portfolio to new, 
ethically-based benchmark indices. Swiss Re’s research shows that the total returns offered by the ESG 
indices are very slightly lower than for more conventional benchmarks, but that they are less volatile. 
That, says Mr Fürer, creates better risk-adjusted returns.  

FT - 6 September 2017: Investors are
finding that if they are good to the
planet and to people, they also end
up, on average, benefiting themselves.
There is mounting evidence that funds
which observe environmental, social
and governance (ESG) standards in
their strategies tend to outperform
those that don’t by a significant
margin.“... The outperformance of ESG
strategies is beyond doubt.

It is time for ESG investing to become mainstream,” says Isabelle Mateos y Lago, global macro 
investment strategist at BlackRock, which manages $5.7tn worldwide. “It is no longer just 
something for a few tree-hugging individuals to get involved with. In the research process of 
every team at BlackRock, we are increasingly ensuring that they take ESG into account.”

http://markets.ft.com/data/equities/tearsheet/summary?s=BBG001P1Z4G3


What are the current challenges in 
Scaling-Up Impact Investing to $000s Billions?

Implementing negative screening of existing
investments or using ESG is relatively easy...

Investing through positive screening by profitably
funding innovative social enterprises- that is the

current challenge... and opportunity... 

Similar to the rise and role of the asset class of
“Private Equity” but focused on Impact 



From Venture Philanthropy to Impact Investing

In the mid 2000s, a few venture capitalists in Europe applied their 

investment approach to social enterprises creating small pioneer 

country funds of 5-10M euros (ex: Bonn Ventures, Oltre Ventures, 

PhiTrust, CREAS). Some have since raised 2nd fund of 20M+ euros

Active Public Policy: EIF launches Social Impact Accelerator (2013)

Other larger funds created and now with $1B AUM:
Leapfrog Investments http://www.leapfroginvest.com (BoP)

Bridges Fund Mgmt http://www.bridgesfundmanagement.com/ (UK)

http://www.leapfroginvest.com/
http://www.bridgesfundmanagement.com/


Specific Challenges for the different 
segments of social enterprise 

1- Inclusion of Disadvantaged Populations
- Main Focus of European social enterprises and funds. But lower 

profit potential and less scalable (tough niches) - Hybrid business 

models and impact selling (through govern. cost savings)

2- Base of the Pyramid Markets
- Main focus of global investment funds, development 

organizations and multinational corporations - but works mostly 

in developing countries and becomes VC/PE in frontier markets

3- Well-Being of People & Planet

- Less developed segment as it is difficult to scale (benefits are 

long-term) unless there is strong profit potential – in that case 

commercial markets work – e.g. Drug development / Pharma



16 General Challenges for Impact Investing 
compared to VCs in Commercial Entrepreneurship

- Longer development cycles (10-20 years)

- Weaker secondary market for acquisitions or IPOs (no exits…)

- Founder replacement more challenging (work of passion)

- Regulation / Government funding often relevant (and uncertain)

- Organization-centric growth (instead of innovation-centric)

- Less likely to have profitable Unicorn (we do have non-profit ones)

Impact Investing will not scale profitably using the
traditional venture capital model! (no exits, no unicorns)



Unless we bring in new

investment mind-set and deploy

TECH FOR IMPACT

Impact Investing

will not scale profitably…: 
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The Investment Mind-Set Needs to Change:

1- It is not about building sustainable organizations. it 

is about validating novel solutions to societal 

problems and making them widely adopted (through 

the public or commercial or social sector)

2- It is not about managing a portfolio of high risk 

venture to create winners and exit, but about 

nurturing each venture as a carrier of social 

innovation and realizing value for society with it

3- Funds may need longer time-horizon and new 

mechanism for investor liquidity.  Management 

remuneration different from “20% Carry”?
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Technology deployed with the right 
investment mind-set can enable 

impact investing to scale and fulfill 
its critical role in funding social 

innovations for society

Let me focus on 3 key 
applications/trends

My Key Argument Today



1-Digital Tech for Efficiency of the Social Economy

Adaptation and deployment of established digital 

technologies to lower the cost and increase the 

effectiveness of social economy services and products

- Case management software

- Online registration and automation systems

- Digital delivery of products and services to niches

Outcome is Increased Productivity in the Social Inclusion 

and Base of the Pyramid Segments



2-Tech-Enabled Collaborative Global Platforms

Digital and Collaborative Technology enable a powerful 

mechanism for scaling social innovations through global 

and high-engagement platforms & movements

- Knowledge: Wikipedia

- Inspiration: TED

- Microfinance: KIVA

- Medical Innovation: Patient Innovation

- Online Education: EdX

- etc…

These models are the current and future Impact Unicorns 

- Allowing for global scale and empowerment at minimal cost (could 

be a realm for impact philanthropy and/or impact investors)



3- Deep Tech Solutions to Wicked Problems

Artificial intelligence cleverly deployed can 

address previously unsolvable problems

- Reduce food wastage

- Skin Cancer Detection

- Disease Prevention and Prediction

- Addresses for each family in the world

- Etc..

This makes the “Well-Being of People & Planet” a 

scalable and investable segment with Lock-Step 

Business and Impact Models



http://mustardseed.vc/

Allowing some Impact Investors to aim
for higher than average returns
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By Investing in 
Ventures with

Lock-Step 
Business and

Impact Models



Final Thoughts

Impact Investing needs to develop its own business model 

different from traditional venture capital

As with VCs in tech entrepreneurship, the clever 

deployment of technology in impact entrepreneurship will 

enable scalable and investable social innovation models: 

The rise of the Impact Venture

(for-profit, mission-oriented, technology-enabled) 

Thank you for your attention! 

Q&A
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Social 
Enterprises

Rise of a New Venture Category

Impact
Ventures


